Wikipedia is written by a worldwide, often anonymous group of contributors. Many articles are frequently amended and updated. These changes are tracked in a section ‘Discussion’ which you should look at if you relied on information from a Wikipedia article.

In addition, Wikipedia has conventions indicating the varied quality of its articles, e.g. that an article may not have the required level of neutrality or a tag suggesting that

Concerns about controversial issues being treated in Wikipedia (specifically) in a biased way are not justified. Apart from the fact that there are no unbiased views e.g. on euthanasia, abortion, deconstructionism or similar subjects, Wikipedia describes and highlights these problems in a non-authoritarian fashion.

As Wikipedia is a communal effort where everybody is allowed to contribute, it has elements of a world-wide blog with all the problems that this entails. Intelligent and sceptical use of Wikipedia articles requires some media ‘savviness’ or media literacy.

Wikipedia is very comprehensive; its English version with very close to 2 million articles far outstrips reference sources such as Encyclopaedia Britannica or World Book Encyclopedia. Unusual or recent topics are more likely to be mentioned in Wikipedia.

Check the reliability of Wikipedia by accessing an article on a subject you are familiar with, e.g. your hometown, your favourite novel, a scientific topic you know well, chess moves you like, or an urban myth you have discredited.

Wikipedia is one of the most frequently consulted web-sources by the general public. Even if they don’t start with a Wikipedia search, a Google search will often display a Wikipedia article amongst the top-ranked links, or sometimes directly access the top-ranked ‘I’m Feeling Lucky’ website. When your essay involves aspects of the public’s appreciation of e.g. a health topic, it helps to know what Wikipedia says about the subject.

Graphs used on Google Image often come from Wikipedia. Why not look at them in context at the source, i.e. Wikipedia?

In a head-to-head comparison between Wikipedia and Encyclopaedia Britannica in Nature, Wikipedia performed very well. The results were disputed but the mere fact the comparison was thought worthwhile is indicative of Wikipedia’s perceived quality.

Some teachers discourage the use of Wikipedia, often because they fear Wikipedia can be misused by just ‘cutting-and-pasting’. This would constitute plagiarism. However, if you demonstrate that you have used Wikipedia appropriately you should have no problems.

Wikipedia is used by many. Professors and researchers do it, students do it, and even librarians do it, so why shouldn’t you? But be media literate!

How to link to and cite a Wikipedia article: as Wikipedia articles often change, you should use the URL link to the specific version you looked at: In the panel on the left of each Wikipedia article you find the ‘Toolbox’ with the option of a ‘Permanent link’. Use this link (and date it). The ‘Toolbox’ also contains a link to ‘Cite this article’ in nine different citation styles.
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